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Today's matrix and why we need Common Law 
 

If you vote, it doesn't matter which 

established party you vote for, as they 

all represent the same world ruling 

elite's interests, operating under 

corporate maritime law – a modern 

version of the old Pirate Law (the 

strongest rule and take all), established 

by the British navy everywhere they 

sailed, attacked, killed, raped, 

plundered and established laws that enslaved the people as subservient 

working slaves belonging to, and owned by the British Crown. And whenever 

local people retalliated and attacked British ships to defend themselves, 

"they" became the pirates in the history books, when in reality the real pirates 

were British royal warships. 

 

Nothing much has changed since then, when you look at how today's modern 

globalist pirates have established maritime law ashore (on land) through 

something as simple as flying the maritime flag from masts on every building 

where new laws and regulations are being written and voted into law by, and 

in favor of, the New World Order ruling elite and their colluding, treacherous, 

national corporate-political freemason partners-in-crime against their own 

country's living men, women and children?! 

Today the world is controlled by a masonic warfare platform put together by 

ancestors of today's so-called illuminati families (the Vatican, royalty, later 

joined by key banking families, and more recently technocrats or other select 

invited) to suppress and control mankind, remove our rights, steal the world's 

joint-owned natural resources, and make us work for free as their work 

slaves.  
 

We work for free because they create the money, own the printing press or 

today just type digital numbers into computer screens, and they make us pay 

back our wages in the form of taxes - to them - who run and own this system. 

In addition they have stolen what is rightful our's - the world's natural 

resources that are joint-owned by all of mankind in equal parts - and make us 

pay for what is rightful our's: oil, gas, diesel, electricity, water etc - making 

huge profits from doing so. This theft of our natural resources and their 

giving away of these to their Bilderberg friends they call "con-cessions" = 

"the assignment of property to another entity" by deceit. More about "con" 

words later on! 
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Worldwide freemasonry, with all its different names, including Rotary, Lions, 

Odd Fellows, Chambers of Commerce and the like, are the Vatican, royalty 

and leading bank families' private worldwide army carrying out THEIR 

orders in exchange for financial favors and indemnity - that's right, those 

within THEIR system cannot be prosecuted - in their system - or if they ARE 

prosecuted, it's pure theater in a prearranged courtcase between freemasonry 

buddies to dupe the public - resulting in only a month or two in prison - so we 

keep on believing in the judicial system (just like we keep voting for 

politicians and therefore maintain tyranny). Innocent people - who have 

committed no crime - are often put in prison for years - should these 

freemason devils want you out of the way!  
 

The lower grades of freemasonry provide a positive front, often 

photographed, for example, in the local newspaper giving away money to 

"good local projects" (that incidentally cost them nothing - just a 'phone call 

to the bank - it's not difficult to arrange when you're in this system and they 

can just arrange to type some numbers into your bank account), while those 

higher up, who have proven their loyalty by having sex and killing children 

live on camera, are placed in positions of power or influence, to ensure the 

system always maintains power - for its owners.  
 

Freemasonry is the permanent waging of war against the rest of the world's 

population on behalf of its owners: the three sides of the triangle of the 

Vatican, royalty and key leading bank families, joined today by select other 

billionnaires that together make up the cooperating corporation - today's One 

World Corporation - giving them ultimate power and wealth. At higher levels 

it is also a satanic, pedophile, sex-and-death cult posing as a local do-gooder.  
 

Statism, the judicial system and politics are satanism in action - serving the 

generational satanic families running and owning this system. These use 

dualism and inversion to hide reality, with a positive front outward to dupe 

mankind while they hide the dark side: pedophilia, mass murder of children 

and all forms of organized crime. This same opus morandi (methodology) is 

used by their "well-known and trusted" private-owned corporations posing as 

"humanitarian aid" such as United Nations, International Red Cross, Save the 

Children and Amnesty International just to name a few. Add to this the 

Salvation Army, in fact all organized religions - all of which hide pedophilia, 

murder and child trafficking behind their "decent façades".   
 

This masonic warfare platform was put into place in the time of the Roman 

Emperor Justine, as an all-encompassing societal control system and is still 
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running the world today. The Roman Empire never ended and the bible says 

it all: edited countless times to suit the agendas of the Vatican to hide the 

truth about mankind's real history and to acclimatize us to living in a world 

divided between  
 

masters and slaves, full of strife, warfare, disasters, multiple wives, death and 

child sacrifice etc - all desirable elements in New World Order Hollywood 

productions. 
 

This stealth Vatican-controlled warfare platform is called WAR-CASTLES 

and uses the following tools: 
 

Military 

Freemasonry 

Media 

Postal system 

Religion 

The Medical Industry 

Fake monetary system 

The corporate globalist-political run state system under maritime law 

The legal system with its trickery language of "legalese" (league of lies) used 

to rule mankind through invalid legislation that is not law, but RULES, 

CODES, REGULATIONS. ACTS and STATUTES invented for use on 

PERSONS (dead entities) within their MARITIME LAW war platform. And 

now they're using PROTOCOLS as a rewrite of murder to get doctors to 

murder you! 

 

They had to invent a law that could enable them to surpass the laws of the 

living man, the living woman, the living child in the living land, on the living 

water in the living air and space so they could do to us as they want. That law 

is Maritime Law.  

  

Less well known is that the medical industry is warfare, the Vatican's 

Ministry of War - and the modern form of the crusades, joined by the 

Rockefellers in the early 1900s. It's their depopulation-for-profit department - 

no longer limited to slaughtering people in the Middle East with the sword - 

under the Knights of Malta, but today, in 2021, every man, woman and child 

their goal - with the modern sword - lethal injections by syringe - but it's still 

the same Knights of Malta - just look at the symbols - the Red Cross, St 

John's ambulance - just to name a few.  
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If you would like to know 

more about the Vatican's 

murder-through-syringe 

industry that goes all the way 

back to the 1600s, watch this 

video. It has been removed 

countless times from the 

internet. Start at 07:02 to get 

the real action!  
 

An urgent warning: When 

you go to hospital the first 

thing they may try to get you 

to do is fill out and sign a 

hidden contract where you 

give your "signed consent." 

In doing so you give your 

permission to the contract 

holder (the hospital's 

employees) to do to you 

whatever they want. This is 

identical to the consequence 

of voting, once you have 

voted, politicians and 

political parties can do to you 

and your country as they wish, because when you voted for them, you gave 

them your permission - but you don't know this - are not informed of this - 

and have not agreed to this.   
 

You can also risk being killed if you become an organ donor, because you if 

you do so you gived them your "signed consent" in advance, and should you 

later end up in hospital for something insignificant you risk getting killed for 

profit - especially if you have a rare blood type - or sought after healthy body 

parts, giving corrupt hospital employees a fortune - just like the huge 

incentives they are getting today in to kill us! And not only that, now murder 

has been reworded as "protocols." with doctors being ordered to "following 

protocols" and the protocoll is to murdering patients! Doctors in hospitals 

don't work for us, but for their CEOs! 

Another variation of contracting entrapment is the airlines' Landing Form that 

they want you to fill out today, in these COVID-times. If you fill in the 

landing card, you hand over your rights without knowing it, giving them 

permission to do to you as they please in their jurisdiction = the airport. The 
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airline Norwegian, asks you to bring a blue or black ink pen with you to sign 

their landing card. Blue ink represents Maritime Law, black ink the dead, but 

red ink they don't ask for - because in their system red represents the living 

man of flesh and blood - they always have a way out for themselves - so if 

you see someone on the plane using red ink filling out a landing form you can 

be sure they're a freemason! This is why red ink pens are difficult to get hold 

of today. These are just a few examples to show you how well thought out, 

planned and encompassing this system is.  
 

Filling out a landing card can result in PCR tests and potential medical 

kidnapping ("quarantine") that you yourself have to pay for, so don't fill one 

in, stand your ground and declare yourself a living man, woman or child 

under Common Law.  
 

In Norway lawyers pressurize you to fill out a form, a contract, saying it is 

their terms for working further with you, in other words a hidden business 

contract. It will ask you to write your name in CAPITAL LETTERS, your 

corporate fiction, not you, and ask you to fill in your  PERSONNUMMER, 

(PERSON NUMBERS). The moment you fill this in you no longer have 

rights. Do not do it. Lawyers cannot help you. Instead look into Common 

Law and learn your rights! 

 

The corporate-political freemasons running today's societal control systems 

know that they have no right to force another living human being under God 

to test, vaccinate, wear a mask, or prevent us access to food in the stores, 

because that is manslaughter punishable with death, and that is why they do 

their utmost to force us voluntarily. 

The aforementioned masonic warfare platform was invented not only to 

control, conquer and plunder mankind, but to defraud us of our natural 

Creator-given birthrights with its invention of Maritime Law - which has 

nothing to do with the living man and woman, but operates through trickery, 

entrapment and deceit.  
 

So what are our Creator-given rights? 

 

It is crucial that you know that all sentient, feeling, thinking, living life are 

protected under Natural Law = The law of the Living Land, The Living Air 

and the Living Water (L-A-W), as well as the Law of the living man, the living 

woman, the living child and the living domestic mammal animal under Law of 

One Creator for Earth, better known as Magna Carta, today known as and 

referred to as International Common Law. This is why it is important to 
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register with an international Common Law Court as a first step to protect 

yourself. 
 

 

The church is heavily involved in 

removing your rights - after all they 

invented this entire system! Just look 

at their occult rituals of baptism 

(water = Maritime Law) and 

confirmation (in reality hidden 

trickery where youths agree, without 

knowing it, to conform to being a 

PERSON in the Maritime Law 

system). And look at the words used 

to describe churches' architecture, 

midship and nave. Many Scandinavian churches have model ships hanging 

from the nave - telling you all. The Church was later joined by its partners-in-

crime of the state and banks with the creation of the Birth Certificate and 

PERSON/TITLE FRAUD. We have been manipulated through language for 

so long that most now believe the word PERSON is the same as a living man, 

woman and child, in the same way most think the state and country are one 

and the same thing. All churches except a few independent churches with 

pastors, are Vatican churches, no matter what "branch" they call themselves. 
 

At this point you will have noticed that a lot of words mentioned here have 

"con" in them. Why? This is because the fraudulent legal system uses 

language manipulation to change the message of words in order to trick the 

living man, woman and child to agree to the removal of our rights and 

defraud us on multiple levels - in all our meetings with this system. Banking 

and judiciary use these words very frequently, here are some samples: con-

tract, con-vey, con-vict, con-stitution, con-stituent, con-cession. Con says it 

as it is: a con, trickery, artificial, deceit. Note the word "con" in eCONomy! 

The use of legalese is also internal signalling between those in the system to 

say "now we are setting up these fools."  
 

The word "con-sent" is frequently used but misunderstood. It means "sent a 

con". When you say "I do not consent" you say "I do not send with trickery". 

This is not the same as saying "I do not accept" or "I do not agree".  
 

As well as registering yourself with an International Common Law court, 

another first step to protect oneself from globalist puppets such as clown 

posing as police or law-enforcement officers or other corporate agents 
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(employees of a private-owned company) trying the entrapment game, is to 

remain calm and non-threatening, and stand your ground. There is nothing 

they can do when you claim yourself a living man or woman protected under 

international Common Law! And if police or other officials get too pushy, 

remind them that they work for a private corporation, and that no employee 

(agent) representing a corporation has a right to dictate or force a free living 

human being to anything! And record everything with film and sound, 

because if there is one thing these corporate law-enforcement officers hate, 

it's to see themselves as thugs in the aftermath of events.  
 

And remember, No is no. Don't wait for their permission to walk away after 

you have said "No". Say a firm "no" and walk away looking straight ahead of 

you, not towards them or look them in the eye.  
 

And just look at how they are using young, inexperienced people in corporate 

police uniforms with no knowledge of real human laws to pester, suppress 

and make money off of us with their fake legislation (Mandates and Acts etc) 

made up by the self-appointed, non-elected ruling elites' political puppet 

lawmakers! These young people are useful idiots for their covidiocracy fraud! 

(covid-idiocy-bureaucrazy fraud!) 

Today we are trapped into their fraudulent corporate system at birth when 

they force their creation of the fictitious identity of the CAPITALIZED name 

on our Birth Certificate in order for them to make money off of us as well as 

making us the capital security for their fake monetary system.  
 

Their political system ("democracy") is another branch of this warfare 

platform, presenting enslavement as freedom with multiple parties posing as 

valid alternatives - when they are all controlled opposition.  
 

The state is the unlawful occupation of your country on behalf of the owners 

of this MASTER-SLAVE system - without most working in the state having 

a clue about it. They always operate on a "need to know" and "have to know" 

basis, thus able to use the blind to remove the rights of, and plunder their 

fellow countrymen, while believing they are doing a "good job".  
 

Each country's STATE is a private-owned CORPORATION and part of the 

Vatican state. That is why each country is an (e)state of the Vatican State, a 

corpus ratio (body part) of the CORPORATION.  
 

The Vatican-invented GOD (Grantor of Dominion) was invented to give the 

Vatican a right they do not have to rule over everyone on Earth - our "souls". 

This is why we have "soul diers" = soldiers - who do not protect us - but the 
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corporation. The word sole, in English, is the bottom of our shoe under our 

feet - and has the same pronounciation as "soul," revealing what the Vatican 

really thinks of us - we are to be trampled on, the lowest of the low. The word 

rule - points back to a ruler - and a ruler is always a self-appointed ruler, 

never elected by us! The ruler writes his or her rules to suit him or herself! 

Likewise an author is someone inventing and writing fiction that political 

authorities can use as laws and regulations in a country. They can write and 

legislate anything they need and want to accomplish their mission of stealing 

our money and suppressing us. This is exact what corporations posing as 

"authorities" do!  
 

The game of chess tells you all in plain sight. It is strategic warfare with all 

the masonic warfare platform's owners and participants present, the knights, 

the bishops, the king and queen, and us, the pawns in the game AND the 

game. The obsession with black and white is obvious in the entertainment 

industry, and just look at the floors of freemason lodges, mansions, large 

churches, cathedrals and public buildings - all showing you the truth of who 

owns that building and what they really represent. And what about police 

uniforms.  
 

Police, politicians, lawyers, judges and 

all others in the Maritime Law system 

are groomed in how to use their body 

language effectively to make you believe 

they are superior to you and intimidate 

you. Their formal attire or uniform is 

also to persuade you they are valid. They 

are well-trained in entrapment and 

manipulation techniques to fool, trick 

and intimidate you into believing they 

have a right and power over you that 

they do not have - to make you submit = 

be under them, by handing over your 

authority to them, thereafter allowing them to decide over you. This is why, 

in English, you should NEVER say "Yes" to the question "Do you 

understand?" if talking to anyone in this system. Translated into real English 

this sly question is: Do you agree to stand under my authority?  
 

They succeed in all this by using intimidation combined with your lack of 

knowledge of your rights, the above facts and your fear. Unfortunately we are 

all brainwashed over generations to "trust authorities" having repetitively 

been told: "Trust me, I'm a doctor", "Trust me, I'm a politician," "Trust 
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research" "Trust science" with the underlying "We know better, shut up and 

obey." We can trust doctors and nurses working with real health, who say the 

truth or lawyers using International Human Rights Law rooted in Common 

Law, but not health workers that blind follow orders for profit and lawyers 

using Maritime Law!  
 

Those working for the masonic control platform reveal their allegiance 

through their use of signatures. 

Signatures = sign away responsibility. A 

sign is not an autograph = an easy to read 

full name, but a squiggle that cannot be 

matched with a specific living man, 

woman or child. Signatures are used to 

avoid responsibility - to detach oneself 

from one's crimes. All mainstream 

doctors are part of this system - that's why they have something called 

liability. Liability = lie able = able to lie - and that's why they can't be sued - 

they are above the law - in THEIR system. Lawyers, judges and politicians 

also use signatures - though they won't admit the reason why if you ask them 

- after all, they have made their oaths - but not to us! Many politicians won't 

even sign documents any more. They know they are criminals, committing 

fraud and responsible for multiple crimes against humanity. This is why it is 

military courts - using Common Law - that put Deep staters, people like Bill 

Gates on trial (see: realrawnews.com).  
 

Those who work in licenced, chartered or certified trades, state employees, in 

the finance and legal world or all agents of CORPORATIONS are en-

corporate-d traders, including enCORPorated politicians, making their oaths 

to this system - and not us. Ask yourself what licence really says = lies sense 

= it makes sense to lie. And who gives these licences? And what are THEIR 

motives and agendas? Why entangle yourself in their lies and rules when you 

can start up, or move your business to Common Law and avoid their lies-

make-sense no(n)sense? For example, you can start a business providing real 

healthcare and health advice together with doctors and nurses registered in 

Common Law, who have woken up and for health, such as is now happening 

now in Britain? See Common Law Court or similar in your country.  
 

Or why not gather earlier corporate police who have had enough of corporate 

political tyranny and want to join us, the people, under Common Law as 

deputized police officers in a sheriff service who can deputize whoever wish 

to assist the sheriffs in crimes against humanity? Follow the great work of 

Sheriff Richard Mack in America who is setting up a system akin to this 

https://realrawnews.com/
https://www.commonlawcourt.com/
https://cspoa.org/about/our-leadership/
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where everyone in the country can voluntary join as sheriff deputies. Why 

register a business in THEIR system, when you can operate outside of all 

their lies, paperwork, rules and taxation by trading direct with other living 

men and women by registering your business in Common Law? 

 

And don't forget today's direct democracy movements. These need to 

cooperate in creating a model worth supporting within Common Law outside 

of corporate Maritime Law-controlled parliamentarism, where both members 

and the organization are rooted in Common Law. The more we are, the 

stronger we are! 

 

Police or other agents of this system try to charge us at any opportunity. Let's 

look at where the word "charge" comes from. Originally a military term, it 

describes the moment when two opposing armies start galloping towards each 

other at the onset of battle, with outstretched swords and lances. Today they 

charge us with fines, tax, prison, and in the plandemic, "quarantine prison" 

and the like. But worst of all, those working in this system know it is all 

fraudulent and unlawful - but hide this reality from us - so they can earn huge 

sums of money from us trying to do the impossible = obtain fairness in their 

private-owned corporate Maritime Law courts - although every now and then, 

in unimportant cases, they allow us to win so the illusion that the legal system 

exists for us to achieve fairness - lives on. Likewise, local politicians do a few 

good things here and there - so we keep on voting - hoping things will get 

better - next time round!   
 

The statue of Justicia (Lady Justice) 

reveals all. A statue refers to statutes, not 

laws. She is blinded to deliberate not see 

the living man or woman because the 

legal system only applies to commerce, 

PERSONS and TITLES = dead entities - 

so she must not see you! She carries a set 

of scales attached to an anchor - telling 

you this system is not about fairness, but 

Maritime Law = you have no rights in 

their courts - unless you are so well-

informed in their playbook that you can 

play it against them. The scales represent 

checks and balance - but not in 

rihteousness, but monetary terms: 

cheques and balance as in balance in 

a  bank account - their bank account - because corporate courts are all about 
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making money - for them! In her other hand she carries the symbol of the 

Vatican, a sword. "You cross me, I cross you!" As happened to Jesus. The 

Romans killed him because he was a dissident standing up against the Old 

World Order = New World Order. He was crucified to set a precedence for 

others thinking of opposing Rome, showing them what they could expect.  
 

Lady Justice = just ice (you get the cold shoulder with Maritime Law) stands 

on the bible to inform you that the Vatican rules = we wrote the book (the 

bible) = we write the rules = you have no rights. The snake represents the 

Vatican/Rockefeller medical industry. They are the snakes in the grass 

inventing diseases and plandemics to destroy our bodies for profit. In short, 

Justicia/Lady Justice summarizes the highlights of what the New World 

Order represents. 
 

Judges and lawyers don't like it if you mention Common Law. They know 

you have rights, but do their best to hide them. As a living man you are not 

obligated to go to their court, but should you do so, unless you know their 

playbook inside out and can protect yourself using their rules against them, 

the moment you set foot in their court you are no longer defined as a living 

man - because you entered their dock - where their ship is anchored - and the 

judge is the captain on his ship. And don't forget, when you enter a church 

you are  
 

regarded as voluntary boarding their ship = Maritime jurisdiction. Judges go 

to specific universities where they are taught to defraud mankind with 

Maritime/Admiralty law, what do you feel about that?  
 

Our education systems and media deliberate suppress the above reality so it is 

difficult for us to see the whole picture. What we learn is deliberate 

compartmentalized so we can only see parts of the greater picture. For 

example, mainstream western medicine focuses on treating symptoms and 

looking at individual body parts rather than looking at how the body works as 

a system or going to root causes..  
 

We have no rights in their system, but we do have rights, but we have to learn 

about them, spread knowledge of them and practice applying them to protect 

our lives and property and avoid all entrapment. All courts today are private-

owned courts operating under Commercial Law/Maritime/Admiralty Law and 

using legalese, a specially formulated and regularly updated language of 

deceit and trickery used extensively in the banking and legal world, where 

their motto is "Let he who be deceived, be deceived".  
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Those involved in this system today are well-trained in tactics to exert an 

authority over you that they do not have. We too must cooperate, educate 

each other and assist one other in empowerment, practicing what to say or not 

say, do and not do in specific situations, so we too are prepared.  
 

And above all, never allow yourself to be referred to as a PERSON, person 

number, tax number or other form of dead entity, subject or TITLE. As long 

as you play their game they can dictate, suppress and plunder you as they 

desire. Never sign anything because then you accept their game. Write your 

name in full as a living man, woman and child because then you are protected 

by the law of the living, the Law of the Land, Common Law. 
 

As you can see now, we need Common Law to protect our lives and to 

reclaim the land that we all own in equal parts. We need Common Law to 

replace today's freemasonry-run warfare platform where one third of the 

world's population suppresses, dictates and steals our money; we need 

Common Law to build free communities all over the world, free of political 

suppression by setting up real direct democracy with fairness, equality and 

prosperity for all, everywhere.  
 

Let's rock and roll! 

 


